Intergenerational writing and storytelling project
Benefits of the arts to connect the elders and recognize the
importance of the culture for future generations.
Intergenerational stories told by fireside, during the winter
recaptured in a vision told by elder to youth to teach
through lifestyle and tradition and bring families together.

This compilation of original poetry works by 21st century
culturally diverse children showcases how they, the new
generations, see the world. The goal of these writing is to
allow readers to tangibly see in word form of how these
children hear the language, speak it and write it.
The poetry contained in this selection showcases how
young poets are choosing to express themselves in modern
culture. From their homes they bring a mixed bag of
dialog, criss-crossing from one language to another. There
is no word in the Navajo dialogue for the term “poetry.”
The closest translation is literal and would describe the
action of poetry using the verb sense. The Navajo term to
describe poetry is, “Saad ak’e’elchi” which is loosely
translated in English to “words or (talk) that is fancy.”
When translating Navajo terms into English the expression
changes into completely descriptive and does not always
give justice to the core meaning or expression of the
Navajo phrase. – Venaya Yazzie, Navajo Artist/Poet
PDF Downloadable at www.nwnmac.org
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Don’t put salt on pinons

Telling of Coyote Stories is restricted to the winter
storytelling months, October through February.

It will make it snow

Don’t eat corn when it is raining

Story shared by Deja

Lightning will strike you

Don’t kill grasshoppers
It will give you a nosebleed

When he was first made by the Great Spirit, Eagle couldn’t
see very well. He had blurry vision, so the world looked
fuzzy to hi. He as always flying into things – trees and
mountains and rocks, even clouds when he was soaring
high. His beak turned out bent because he broke it flying
into a cliff he couldn’t see.

Don’t stare at anyone for a long time
You’ll go blind
Story shared by Nevaeh
Don’t try to count the stars
You’ll have too many children

Fixing a taboo may take up to nine days, and some may
only require only three days. It depends on what you did.

Coyote chased Rabbit to the edge of a waterhole. Rabbit
told Coyote he would share his cheese that was cooling in
the water with him, but he needed help getting the cheese.
Coyote reached into the cold water only to find that there
was no cheese, it was the reflection of the full moon.
Rabbit tricked Coyote and got away, again!

Story shared by Isiah
There was once a man who had a wife, a small son, and an
aged father living in one house. The aged father was cold
and asked the small boy to bring him a blanket. But the boy
could only find an old rug. The boy took the blanket to his
father, asking him to cut it in half. The father told him to
take the whole rug, but the boy said, “I want you to cut it in
half so I can save the other half for when you are as old as
my grandfather, so you will not be cold.”

My fav color is blue
I like to see animals
The birds are singing
Ya’go ayoo shil nizhon
Naooldlooshii shil nizhon
Tsidi dahwiitaal
By Tashawana

Water has nice waves
Water has beautiful waves
Oceans have water
To, to nizhoni
To nizhoni nizhoni
To’tsoh nizhoni

Story shared by Bella
First Woman placed the stars carefully to write the laws in
the night sky for all to see. Her beautiful jewels on the
blackberry blanket attracts Coyote who offers to help and
places a jewel one by one in the night sky. Finally, the
impatient Coyote lifts the blanket with all of the jewels and
tosses them into the night sky, and shattering First
Woman’s pattern. To this day, people never knew the
reason for the confusion in the night sky.

Wolf is a good sneak
Wolf can go speedy fast pace
He is gray and white
Ma’ii tsoh diigis
Ma’ii tsoh ayoo yil wod
Libaa doo legal
By Alanis

Yago dootliizhi
Yago reflects wolachii
Wolachii love blue
The sky
Sky reflects red ants
Red ants love blue

Deer
Nice, cool
I love strawberries
Deer like strawberries
Brown
A Cinquain Poem, By Brandi

Aak’ee nizhoni
The fall is fun to play in
Aak’ee breathtaking
Aak’ee nizhoni
Aak’ee ayoo shil nizhon
Aak’ee nizhoni

Moon
Red and white
Night, too heavy
Mad, sad, lonely, happy shine.
A Cinquain Poem, By Daniela

By Quinn
Moon
Mysterious
Shine
Elegant
Round
October
Night
By Dragen

Little dog, little dog where did you go?
I looked
Far
And wide
Leechaa’I yazhi, leechaa’I yazhi
Hagoosh naninaa
Che hanishta
By Quinn

One day
There was dog
He is called leechaa’i
Leechaa’i loved adventure
He saw a mountain, called dzil
He saw a mountain that he never seen
So he started to walk towards the mountain
On his way
He saw beautiful pink flowers
Nizhoni, nizhoni
Finally, he made it to the mountain
He got excited and started climbing the mountain
When he got to the top of the mountain
He saw a jackrabbit, called gah
He ran after it
And ran into a river
Leechaa’I drank out of the river
Soon he was tired
Leechaa’I headed home

When I see a lizard
Na’asho iilbahi, lizard run
I always think it would be fun
To chase it round and round
Then one time I found
It was long gone
I guess it hid in the lawn

Biih, biih
I just saw a deer
Right here
On the pier
What happened to it?
I hope
It didn’t fall into a pit
If it should had
I would be terribly sad
By Taylor

Dinetah earth
Come with Me
Here’s the 4-1-1
The 4-1-1
Here’s the thing
You started
Out nice
We could have a conversation
Real nice
No problem
Now it’s like
I don’t exist to you
Can you fool me?
Come with me
And I’ll show you how I live
Knowing you exist in my world
Come with me
And I’ll show you what it’s like
Knowing we can talk
really good,
(real nice)
I just wanted to be your friend,
Nothing more!
So, believe me
When I say I like you
But, I want to start it slow!
Come with me to the world
Inside my head.

Settles
In loud creases
Of urban lingo
Sounds like Navajo somedays
But like English on Sundays

Dinetah earth sand
Lingers
On ancestral memory
Bedtime stories
At Louise and Jim’s home
Of long summer nights
When we slept good ‘neath
Roaring orange blue flames
Nestle in black stove

Navajo Coyote Stories by Robbie

Navajo String Stories

The Navajo Coyote stories are remembered by the elders
and told to the children orally to strengthen and reinforce
moral values, social harmony and cultural norms. During
the winter evenings, Coyote stories are told by elders and
are sometimes connected with ceremonies.

String games foster creativity and help develop hand/eye
coordination and motor skills. Some of the string stories
represent the petroglyphs, animals and more. The string
stories have been handed down from generation to
generation, but only tell them in the Winter months!

Coyote and Lizard
Coyote sees the lizards sliding down a hillside on flat rocks.
Coyote takes a large rock to the top of the hill and tries to
slide down. The lizard reminds Coyote not to try do play
the lizard’s game again, or he will have a bad accident.

Coyote and Skunk
The origin of the Round Dance is revealed when Mr.
Coyote calls in all the rain clouds so he can float to a prairie
dog village. When Coyote meets his cousin Skunk, the
make plans to kill all the animals in the area and have a big
feast in a “winter take-all” race.

Honoring Life

Natural Products

Liná báá Chánah Hasin

Aloe Vera soothes, hydrates and heals the skin, and used
to treat sunburns. It can also be used as a soap.

*Never be lazy

Bearberry is good for an itchy scalp. Make a tea by mixing
it with grease and boiled cattle hoofs and use as a salve for
baby rashes and skin sores.

*Be generous and kind
*Show positive feelings toward others
*Repect of Yourself

Yellow corn and blue corn used for flours and cornmeal.
But it can also act as an exfoliator!

*Respect of Teaching and Values
*Respect the sacred nature of oneself

Juniper berries can be dried and strung as jewelry! Juniper
root can be used for shiny healthy hair.

*Never be impatient
*Do not talk back
*Be appreciative
*Respect the teachings and values
N’nitin dáó Dadílzinii jidísin

Navajo artist, Beverly Blacksheep

Prickly Pear Cactus is an anti-inflammatory. The leaves of
the prickly pear can be used as a moisturizer to protect skin
from the sun.

Yucca plant is used for hair growth and to prevent
baldness. The roots are used for shampoo by crushing
roots, soaking them in water to make a hair wash.

